228                    ENGINEERING SPECIFICATIONS.
the contractors. The author believes this to be the only absolute assurance against exterior rusting and the forming of tubercles upon the interior of cast-iron water pipe. Methods can be devised for applying this method of cleaning to the interior as well as to the exterior of such pipes. This would not only greatly extend the life of the pipe but It would preserve its original efficiency as a water carrier. The cost of this method of cleaning the pipes would be a very small percentage of the total cost of the works but would add largely to the life and efficiency of that part of the system which represents three-fourths of the total cost.
1.    The iron shall be of pig metal? properly selected and compounded to obtain the desired quality.    It shall be a tough, gray  metal; close,   even  grained;   uniform   in   quality;   soft enough to permit drilling and cutting, and capable of showing indentations from a sharp blow of a hammer without flaking. When tested in specimens one inch in diameter, from which the skin has been removed   by  turning,  all metal used shall stand, without breaking, a tensile stress of not less than 20,000 pounds per square inch.    Cast bans, one inch square, resting horizontally on supports four feet six inches apart, shall stand, without breaking, a weight of 550 pounds suspended   it the center.*    In casting pipe 30 inches and above in diameter the metal shall be  poured   twice   in order  to   secure a thorough mixture.
2.     All straight pipes shall be cast vertically, in dry Hand molds and loam cores, with socket-end down.
3.    All pipes and special castings Khali he cooled gradual!v to avoid chilling or unequal contraction in any part.
4.    All   pipes  and   special   castings   shall   he   cast   \vitli sockets and spigots, or with flanges, as specified or ordered,
5.     All socket-ancl-spigot. pipes and special castings xball be square at the ends and at the inner edge, of sockets, and of the exact internal diameter and dimensions specified.     Their sections shall he truly circular and concentric, and their tlii» k-ness uniform throughout their length between socket and spigot. They shall be free from cracks, cinders, scoria, blisters, air ami sand holes, cold-shuts, and all other imperfections-.     They *hal! have a smooth surface inside and outside.     All inside proi«v-
*The deflection of this bar should also be specified as not lew than one inrh, in orrfrr
to obtain a measure of its resilience.   See Art. 151.                                           I, if. j.

